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What GTS does

FINANCIAL MARKETS

GTS
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The GTS mission
Create value for the capital market ecosystem using innovative 

technology  

We want to do for the capital markets what Amazon did for online 
commerce.
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Technology:  A very good thing

Lower costs to investors from 

reduced spreads

More accurate pricing from increased 

competition

Immediate liquidity when needed by 

investors
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Transaction 
costs
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Automated Trading Benefits

Vanguard estimates that the shift from the old market structure to 

today’s automated market structure has 

• Reduced costs by as much as 60 percent 

• Delivered a 32 % greater yield for long-term investors
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“HFT helps to create efficient markets by facilitating 

price formation, lowering the cost of trading and 

improving the linkage between markets … 

achieving optimal investment performance for end 

investors.”

– Blackrock ViewPoint (a series of 

papers on public policy)

“HFT has become a matter of controversy 

because of a false meme that has spread 

through the media. The false meme alleges that 

HFT traders get an unfair advance look at the 

orders of mutual funds and other investors. That 

just isn’t true. Institutional investors are 

extremely concerned about information leakage 

from their orders.”

– James J. Angel, Associate 

Professor of Finance, Georgetown 

University

“(HFT is) a type of investor 

that’s absolutely necessary for 

the market.”

– Hiromi Yamaji, Osaka 

Exchange CEO

“If you look at what most of those 

high-frequency traders actually 

do, they are doing things that 

really support long-term 

investors.”

– James J. Angel, 
Associate Professor of 

Finance, Georgetown 

University
“…a majority of HFT activity 

serves to connect those natural 

buyers and sellers and reduce 

waiting times, often substantially 

so. “

– Ana Avramovic, Credit 

Suisse

“Proprietary traders, be they fast or slow, 

provide liquidity with contrarian marketable 

orders, thus helping the market absorb shocks, 

even during crisis …”

– Toulouse School of Economics Study: 

“Who supplies liquidity, how and 

when?”

“Our empirical results showed that 

traditional measures of market quality 

such as execution speed, bid-ask 

spreads, and transactions costs all had 

improved dramatically over time.”

– Professors James J. Angel, 

Lawrence E. Harris and 

Chester S. Spatt

“Traditional market makers are losing their 

importance as automated systems have 

largely assumed the role of liquidity 

provision in markets.”

– U.S. SEC Division of Economic 

and Risk Analysis

“By lowering transaction costs, HFT raises 

rates of return to investors and boosts 

asset prices.”

– Dr. Stephen Kirchner, 
economist, Australian 

Financial Markets Association
“Given the fragmentation of liquidity 

(electronic trading) is absolutely 

necessary to connect buyers and 

sellers.”

– Richard Prager, BlackRock 

Global Head of Trading

“Traditional market makers are losing 

their importance as automated systems 

have largely assumed the role of liquidity 

provision in markets.”

– U.S. SEC Division of Economic 

and Risk Analysis

“Margins are very low, competition is very 

high and these high frequency traders 

provide liquidity and price discovery 

services to the market.”

– The Committee on Capital 

Markets Regulation

“When considering the optimal industrial 

organization of the intermediation sector, HFT more 

resembles a highly competitive environment than 

traditional market structures.”

– Terry Hendershott, Associate 

Professor of Finance at the University 

of California, Berkeley

“I think our markets are really very, very 

efficient… When I was a broker originally, 

stocks traded at an eighth of a point or a 

quarter of a point differential. Now they 

trade at one tenth of one cent differential.”

– Sandy Weill, former Chairman 

and CEO of Citigroup

“Academic literature, however, has praised electronic 

trading for making the markets more efficient, 

especially for retail investors. While the efficiency 

created by fragmentation may make it more 

challenging for large asset managers to acquire 

blocks of stock, for individuals buying hundreds or 

even thousands of shares, electronic trading has 

made investing more democratic, transparent, faster 

and much less expensive.”

– Larry Tabb, CEO of the Tabb Group

http://www.blackrock.com/corporate/en-us/literature/whitepaper/case-for-refinement-over-revolution.pdf
https://www.sec.gov/comments/s7-02-10/s70210-172.pdf
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-05/high-frequency-traders-need-to-open-up-says-osaka-exchange-ceo
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-07-14/democrats-assail-wall-street-with-plan-that-may-hit-mom-and-pop
https://edge.credit-suisse.com/edge/Public/Bulletin/Servefile.aspx?FileID=28410&m=-1290757752
http://www.bis.org/events/conf150626/biais.pdf
http://www.q-group.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/Equity-Trading-in-the-21st-Century-An-Update-FINAL.pdf
http://www.sec.gov/dera/staff-papers/working-papers/dera-wp-automated-liquidity-provision.pdf
https://www.cis.org.au/app/uploads/2016/03/31-4-stephen-kirchner.pdf
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/videos/2016-06-08/blackrock-s-prager-on-tech-in-trading
http://www.sec.gov/dera/staff-papers/working-papers/dera-wp-automated-liquidity-provision.pdf
http://capmktsreg.org/app/uploads/2014/12/2014-12-29_CCMR_-What_Is_High_-Frequency_Trading.pdf
https://business.nd.edu/uploadedFiles/Academic_Centers/Study_of_Financial_Regulation/pdf_and_documents/High-FrequencyTradingAndPriceDiscovery-SP12.pdf
http://www.cnbc.com/2014/04/30/no-gotcha-oversight-regulators-too-adversarial-weill.html
http://dealbook.nytimes.com/2012/12/28/mergers-that-benefit-market-structure/?_r=0
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GTS goes to Washington
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The Facts about a Financial Transaction Tax (FTT)

• It taxes every stock and bond trade in the U.S.

• Sold as a “Tax on Wall Street”

… But it is a tax on retirement

• Because pension funds trade continuously 

… They would be taxed continuously 
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FTT Impact on Retirement Savings

• A recent study of public pension funds indicated the 
average state pension fund would incur a cost of as much 
as $700 million to $1 billion a year from the FTT

• And according to another study, an individual investor with a 
retirement account of 100k, over the course of 40 years, would 
have to pay an additional 42k in fees
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Retirement Tax

• SEC Retirement Tax is charged on stock transactions and has 
skyrocketed over the years

• Like an FTT, the SEC Retirement Tax imposes a fee on pension 
funds that can add up to millions

… $23.10 per million dollars invested  

… Adds up to a collective $1.6 billion/year total 

… Pension funds absorb part of this cost

• A surplus of $750 million is projected to go to the Treasury 
Department each year by 2020
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Reasons companies don’t go public

Regulatory burden

Expensive cost structure

Disenfranchised
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GTS Brings Emerging Markets to US Investors

GTS China-Based IPO Wins since 2016
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